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This industry continues to be one of the highest performing asset classes in real estate (see table on page 6). 
Continuing a trend over the last several years, revenue growth and occupancy rates have remained strong through 
year-end 2019. So, what does this mean for 2020? My theme last year was, “More of the Same.” I think that 
theme could apply in 2020 also. The fundamentals in the real estate market this cycle, are much different than the 
cycle that occurred over a decade ago, where many prognosticators are anticipating more of a “reset” versus a 
“recession” in the future if things were to decline. When considering the main characteristics of storage (Income, 
Vacancy, Expenses, Capitalization Rates, and Saturation), I would briefly describe them like this: 

INCOME - Existing customer rent increases have slowed but are still strong for the industry compared to other 
property types. Several REITS who reported increases of 3% to 6% in 2019, are anticipating 2.5% to 4% in 2020. 
Still strong but starting to slow down. Where the industry has taken the hardest hit, has been new facilities under 

lease-up. Asking rates in several markets are significantly lower than projected due to the amount of new construction. This in turn has 
led to longer lease-up periods.  

OCCUPANCY - Though individual markets will differ, occupancy remains robust, with the national average over 90% despite new additions 
to supply. People are spending more money on household goods, which bodes well for demand within the industry. Even with all the new 
construction, we do not anticipate significant swings in occupancy in 2020.  

EXPENSES - Expenses are relatively unchanged, but the shift in marketing is all about Mobile! We have noticed as counties/states become 
more familiar with storage, they are taking advantage when assessing new construction and reassessing existing facilities. Insurance 
providers are renewing policies at higher premiums in certain markets due to catastrophes that have occurred or could occur. In addition, 
on-site management is getting more expensive with Federal/State increasing minimum wage. It is getting harder to keep the good ones. 

CAPITALIZATION RATES - Like last year, everyone anticipates interest rates to increase, which will lead to stabilization or slight increases 
in capitalization rates. However, based on our Colliers National Survey (see page 8), there has been minimal change to the national 
average over the last several years, even in 2019 when we saw interest rates increase several times. A lot of this has to do with supply 
and demand. No significant changes are anticipated in 2020. 

SATURATION - New supply is estimated again between 800 to 1,000 new facilities for 2020 (depending on who you talk to). Of the 
facilities planned/proposed, only approximately 30% to 40% will see the finish line and complete construction. This percentage appears 
to be declining in the last couple years. Lenders are also starting to tighten lending parameters. Banks want to work with experienced 
operators to mitigate potential risk. However, buyer demand will remain high due to limited availability of facilities on the market. When 
it comes to saturation, every market is different. It is important to analyze 
the needs of a specific market to determine if demand is warranted, such as 
climate vs. non climate, Class A versus Class B/C.  The days of analyzing total 
population versus NRSF is coming to an end when you consider the type of 
facilities are being built today.  

Although slight changes are inevitable due to the economy, the self-storage 
industry continues to present strong fundamentals. Depending on who you talk 
to, it is a great time to buy or refinance (with historically low interest rates) or 
a great time to sell (due to continued low cap rates). The relative strength and 
stability of the industry as well as the U.S. economy and low interest rates, 
will continue to make self-storage a compelling option for investors, attracting 
offshore capital to the industry as well as to the country. Should be another fun 
year in 2020! 
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SELF-STORAGE VALUATION GROUP
Colliers International Valuation & Advisory Services (CIVAS) is a leading provider of real estate valuation and consulting services that plays 
a pivotal role in today’s business climate.  An accurate and well supported opinion of property value can mean the difference between 
reaching a critical goal-securing a loan, closing a sale, reporting to investors, or choosing the best asset for your business or portfolio.  Our 
team has completed over 4500 assignments in the last five years and added several senior professionals throughout the country including 
professionals in Canada and Latin America. Our commitment to high-end client services, coupled with Colliers International unparalleled 
market intelligence and resources, differentiates us as the firm of choice in the real estate industry.

2019 WAS ANOTHER SOLID YEAR FOR THE INDUSTRY! 

Jeff Shouse MAI, CRE
National Self-Storage 
Director 
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1. CONTROL UNRENTABLE UNITS - An unrentable unit 
represents unavailable revenue. Paying attention to unrentable 
units allows you to get them back into revenue production 
sooner. Know why unrentable units are not rentable and what 
it will take to bring them back into production. Task someone 
on your team to get the unit back online with a budget and 
timeline.

2. INCREASE OCCUPANCY - The goal is approximately 94% 
occupancy. If you are regularly 100% full on a unit type, then 
you are pricing your available inventory too low. Below approx. 
94% occupancy you are better off filling units even if you lower 
price or increase concessions.

3. INCREASE RENT COLLECTED PER OCCUPIED SF - Since 
you have a finite amount of space, to increase revenue 
over time you need to increase the amount of revenue you 
generate from each square foot. This can mean charging more 
to new customers, charging more to existing customers, or 
reconfiguring your unit mix to allow you to rent space at a 
higher price per square foot. Also consider converting parking 
space to enclosed storage space when that will earn greater 
revenue per square foot.

4. TENANT INSURANCE – Increase the number of units covered 
by the tenant insurance or protection plan. More units covered 
means more revenue. In addition, you can increase the average 
selling price for your tenant insurance sales or tenant protection 
plan. Your revenue from tenant insurance or protection plan 
sales is a function of the number of plans sold multiplied by 
the price. Increase the price and you increase your revenue, 
all else being equal.

5. INCREASE LATE FEES - Late fees are revenue. Benchmark 
against the public company operators. Make considered 
decisions about the circumstances you will allow a fee to be 
waived.

6. INCREASE ADMINISTRATIVE FEES - Administrative fees are 
revenue. Benchmark against the public company operators. 
Make considered decisions about under what circumstances 
you will allow a fee to be waived.

7. INCREASE ANCILLARY INCOME - Cell tower income, 
merchandise sales, truck rental, etc. can all increase revenue.

8. DECREASE LATE FEE AND OTHER REVENUE WAIVERS 
- Controlling how fees and other charges are waived can 
increase the amount that you deposit as revenue. 

9. DECREASE MOVE-IN PROMOTIONS - Move-in promotions 
reduce your revenue. High demand and limited available 
inventory may give you an opportunity to increase revenue by 
reducing your move-in incentives. 

10. DECREASE BAD DEBT AND REDUCE THE NUMBER OF DAYS 
A UNIT IS PAST DUE BEFORE IT IS SOLD (NOT LESS THAN 
THE MINIMUM REQUIRED BY LAW) - Aggressively collecting 
past due rent during the FIRST 30 days increases the amount 
of payments you will receive. Processing lien sales as quickly 
as possible returns a non-revenue producing unit back to 
revenue production.  

The difference in value is approximately 10%. Every bit counts! 

Kenny Pratt, Principal 
Crescendo Self Storage Management

3001 Lava Ridge Ct., Suite 220
Roseville, CA 95661

Direct: +1 916 252 9664
kenny@cpinc.us 

www.propertymanagement.storage

By analyzing your revenue in your specific area, you will discover improvement ideas that wouldn’t have occurred to you by looking at your 
storage operation; as a whole. These areas are a framework for thinking about how to grow revenue. Management reports are not only 
those produced by your property management software. Think through key performance indicators that will best help you execute your 
revenue enhancing initiatives. If your property management software doesn’t have a report or a method to track a desired performance 
indicator, track it separately. Here are 10 ideas on how to grow your revenue:

MAGIC REVENUE FINDER

mailto:kenny%40cpinc.use?subject=
http://www.propertymanagement.storage
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Interest Rates dropped in early 2019 to all time lows spurring the continuation of investor and developer activity. 

Significant equity remains to be placed in self storage as we see new investor and developer groups entering into 
most, if not all geographical markets. Experienced or not, investors need to continue to closely scrutinize new 
projects.

Canada remains a development market with an onslaught of ground up and conversion projects underway.  
Investors are not yet ready to pay premium pricing based upon aggressive cap rates in most suburban areas.  
However core urban markets are experiencing aggressive pricing, especially in Vancouver and Toronto.

Many US submarkets are over developed forcing rental rate decline and tougher competition making it difficult to 
maintain occupancy in saturated areas.  Institutional operators will often put stress on local, smaller players by 
undercutting rental rates to capture a greater tenant market share.  Smaller operators and developers should note 
“this is not a good time to be fully levered on your projects”.  We’re starting to see the decline in debt service 
coverage ratios on several projects as a result rental rate and occupancy decreases.   In overbuilt markets, selecting 
and knowing the right buyer pool is critical to selling a property at maximum value.

Cap rates continue to compress on key acquisitions where investors see value fit to existing portfolios or as an 
entry into key strategic markets. 

Conversely, properties in non primary markets are selling at higher cap rates. Owners will hold properties for a 
more aggressive investment cycle if interest rates don’t escalate.  

Self storage technology continues to make new advances in security features, upgraded site and unit entry systems 
and many other aspects.  Numerous providers are reaching out to owners to upgrade existing sites and incorporate 
the latest technology in new and existing construction.   

Self storage tenant experiences are now more than ever a strategic focus by operators. Services offered include packing, pick-up and 
delivery, photographic inventory of belongings, all with the operator reaching out to areas beyond the normal 3 to 5 mile draw.  

Local and state governments are becoming more aware of deed transfers and membership interest sales and therefore will move quickly 
to increase real estate taxes to reflect current or increased market values.      

The storage industry continues to play a large role in repurposing a significant volume of retail and warehouse boxes across the US and 
Canada.  These assets are otherwise regarded as non premium, less desirable properties to investors and users within the other real 
estate sectors. 

Please contact us at thomas.gustafson@colliers.com or matt.davis@colliers.com for a free market valuation today!

Wishing you all a prosperous 2020!

Thomas Gustafson
CCIM
Cleveland, OH
+1 216 409 3186

KEY 2019 SELF STORAGE TAKEAWAYS

Matt Davis
Cleveland, OH 
+1 440 570 9003

The New York Self-Storage Association’s 2020 Investment Forum took place on January 7, 2020 at the Union 
League Club in NYC. The Forum addressed the 2020 self-storage market with some of the largest and most 
experienced developers, owners, and financial institutions. Overall, the feeling for the 2020 self-storage market 
continues to be cautious optimism. Some of the relevant sentiments included:

• Investors stated that 2019 was a strong year and anticipate a healthy 2020. It is anticipated that the economy 
will be slow but stable, with fed rates remaining relatively flat in 2020. 

• Investors continue to watch for over-supply, as lease-up and rent growth for new facilities was softer than 
projected by developers. Additionally, although markets are case specific, rents levels appear to be flattening, 
which may lead to opportunities in buying distressed properties. Distressed properties will be handled differently

than during the great recession – banks will be much more willing to work with borrowers on loan restructurings, bridge financing, 
waivers and other creative solutions to avoid short-sales or foreclosures

• With tighter returns on stabilized properties, investors continue to look for value-add opportunities. However, in an effort to mitigate 
risk, C of O deals have slowed, with investors waiting to purchase new facilities once demand is established in year 1 or year 2 of 
lease-up.

• Investors continue to watch migration patterns and follow population growth markets to determine where new supply is needed.

• It was reported that home ownership is increasing and that more Millennials and Gen-Xers are purchasing homes, which bodes well 
for the long-term success of the self-storage industry.

Tom Sapontzis MAI
New York, NY

NYSA 2020 INVESTMENT FORUM TAKE AWAYS!

mailto:thomas.gustafson%40colliers.com?subject=
mailto:matt.davis%40colliers.com?subject=
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Panelists at the 2020 New York Self-Storage Investment Forum held January 7 at the Union League Club in 
Manhattan generally agreed that the storage market will continue to thrive in 2020 with the economy on stable 
footing and interest rates remaining historically low. 

Two of the primary factors driving the success of the storage market at this time is the amount of private equity 
capital flowing into real estate markets globally and the amount of “non-bank” lenders that have moved into self-
storage the past few years. 

CAPITAL FLOWS

Globally, capital is chasing yield. With many markets offering negative interest rates and bond yields that are 
historically low, real estate is seeing an influx of capital. Private equity sources alone pumped $151 billion into real 

estate markets in 2019, up from $148 billion in 2018, according to Preqin. 

“There are over 200 non-bank lenders chasing self-storage deals today” according to Doug Mazer, Wells Fargo Head of Real estate 
Capital Markets at the NY Investment Forum. These non-bank lenders are not bound by the same regulatory environment that banking 
institutions are and thus are able to get more creative in deal structures, offer higher loan-to-value or loan-to-cost programs, provide 
aggressive bridge financing and creative capital stack restructuring programs.

MARKET BIFURCATION

Even with the tremendous inflow of capital rushing into self-storage, the market has split. CAP rates for high-quality, coastal market 
assets have compressed further evidenced by recent 
transactions in Napa, California and New York City. 
Napa saw recent transactions by a major investment 
management company at CAP rates well below 5%, 
pricing these assets at above four hundred dollars per 
square foot – well above replacement costs. In New York 
City, Clutter, the on-demand storage company, acquired 
the Storage Fox portfolio for $152 million, or over three 
hundred dollars per square foot. 

On the flip side the market for Certificate of Occupancy 
(CO), early lease-up and entitled land sales has seen a 
significant softening. CAP rate spreads between stabilized 
and non-stabilized assets have reached a post-recession 
high, driven by oversupply risk. Valuations of these non-
stabilized assets are being impacted from all angles – 
time to stabilized economic occupancy is being stretched to four or five years, rental rates are well below market street rates during 
lease-up, concessions are more aggressive and marketing costs are increasing. 

BOTTOM LINE

The bottom line is that money will continue chasing yield, but not all yield is created equal – the market is clearly shouting from the 
rooftops that it is willing to pay for risk-adjusted yield. Stabilized assets in coastal markets that come up for sale are the storage market’s 
unicorns, while non-stabilized assets are the diamond in the rough that investors scour over with ever more critical eyes. 

RISK-ON SELF STORAGE MARKET

Tom de Jong
San Jose, CA 
+1 408 724 0337  

• Niche market operators, such as Clutter’s on-demand storage services, continue to break into the market. Most traditional self-storage 
operators felt that on-demand facilities attracted a different client base and were considered more of a complementary market rather 
than direct competition. To compete on multiple levels with the incumbent operators Clutter made a sizable investment in the fixed 
storage market, starting with their first portfolio acquisition in the New York City market and have hired an acquisitions team to source 
additional fixed storage opportunities in strategic markets.

• Based on the multiple panels, there is a bifurcation in the market – stabilized assets in core markets have seen further CAP rate 
compression driven by the amount of capital chasing a very limited amount of stabile assets. The balance of markets and asset types 
(C of O, early lease-up, etc) have seen an uptick in CAP rates, depending on the unique attributes of those assets.



Self-Storage facilities throughout the country are increasingly looking to utilize on-site Truck Rentals as a source 
of revenue. This offers an excellent opportunity to generate additional income with little cost to the operator. 

Rental trucks can be seen at many self-storage facilities nationwide. Approximately 20% of self-storage users also 
require a rental truck, which makes having onsite truck rentals an added convenience for both prospective and 
existing customers. Onsite truck rentals also cater to local traffic and in turn can serve as advertising to those who 
may also need to rent a self-storage unit. 

Maintaining a competitive business model is also a benefit to the operator who adds on-site truck rentals to their 
revenue stream. With other companies offering this dual service, a customer can potentially be drawn to that 
business instead of one that only offers the self-storage side. 

Storage operators with heavy traffic locations can display trucks along the main road as a way of advertisement for both the truck rental 
and the storage company itself. Lining trucks up according to size allows for high visibility and for customers to visualize a side-by-side 
comparison and this can potentially be an effective method for marketing such services.  Available sizes can range from a pick-up truck 
to a 26-foot long, full-size truck.  For facilities with limited parking, truck rentals are still a valid option for added revenue.  With one extra 
parking spot, some storage locations can add this service with a simple pick-up truck or cargo van rental. This can also help avoid any 
conflicts with zoning regulations for large truck parking.  For these operators, being listed on the truck rental facilities website can help 
create self-storage interest and increase traffic to their location. 

Tom Kardys is the Program Manager for U-Haul Dealer Business Development. U-Haul offers self-storage operators the ability to add 
truck and trailer rentals to existing facilities with no start-up costs. Tom reported that on average, the self-storage operator will benefit 
from 20% of the revenue generated by truck rentals. The U-Haul district manager generally oversees the truck rental operation and 
handles repairs, maintenance and vehicle washing. It’s the customer’s responsibility to refuel just like with a typical car rental. U-Haul will 
reimburse the self-storage operator for the labor cost associated with refueling if the customer does not refuel before returning the 
vehicle. The fuel charge is then billed to the customer.

Reputation management is an important factor to consider when 
adding services such as truck rentals.  If customers are unhappy with 
rental truck policies and procedures that are out of the direct control 
of the self-storage facility operator, this can reflect negatively on the 
storage business online reviews.  Truck rental is considered in many 
ways to be a turnkey side business. It encourages customers to 
utilize online self-service for bookings, however, it does take effort to 
check in customers and refuel. These are smaller considerations 
compared to the potential overall growth of your business. 

Combining these two businesses can definitely be a win-win for the 
customer and the self-storage operator.  With efficient management 
and marketing, the pros outweigh the cons.  At the end of the day, 
your customers will save time and your bottom line will benefit. 

Lance Ponton
Tampa, FL

TRUCK RENTAL AND SELF-STORAGE PARTNERSHIPS
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Keynote speakers for the conference included Guy Middlebrooks and Kathleen Larkin of CubeSmart. Mr. 
Middlebrooks spoke on the development of new self storage facilities, and the significance of realistic development 
and lease-up timelines, as well as the changing face of self-storage facilities from exterior drive-up to multi-story 
climate controlled.

 Key take-aways from Mr. Middlebrooks presentation included the importance of really knowing your market area 
including current and projected supply, and saturation levels. 

Auditing was presented by Cynthia Ashby of Dynamic Self Storage Solutions. This session discussed the benefits 
of auditing to mitigate risks by ensuring that operators are aware of what is happening at their facilities and are 
not absentee operators. 

Legal was presented by Joe Doherty, Sr. VP, Chief Legal & Legislative Office of the Self Storage Association. Mr. 
Doherty focused on PA lien laws and the rights of both tenants and facility owners. 

PASSA FALL CONFERENCE 2019 TAKE AWAYS

Gabrielle Amodeo 
Ream
Philadelphia, PA
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SELF STORAGE VS OTHER PROPERTY TYPE
Over 20 years ago, beside multi-family, office, retail and industrial, the asset class that real estate investors were most intrigued with was 
mobile home parks (now known as manufactured housing communities). They were (are) a great investment as you own the infrastructure 
but not the homes in the park. Over the last several years, due to limited new construction and high investor demand there has been a 
general grid-lock in the industry. You can’t find a MHC for sale and if someone does decide to list their park….a bidding war will ensue. 

From there, investors with this appetite went searching for the next best thing and found self-storage to be intriguing, but questioned, “Will 
people really store their stuff?” Well based on returns over the last 20 years, the answer is “Yep.” Comparing overall average returns on 
a 5 to 20-year basis, self-storage has outperformed the primary asset classes.

Some of the top performing REITs in the Bloomberg REIT Index are self-storage companies (excluding firms with less than $100 million in 
market value). The following table represents the stock prices over the last several years for the five self-storage REITs.

So why has the self-storage industry done so well over the last several years? Here are a few reasons why this asset class stands out:

• Self-storage development is driven by population (roof-tops). According to the Self-Storage Almanac, the typical tenant mix for 
facilities is approximately 77% residential users, 19% commercial users, 2% military personnel and 2% students. There is a common 
matrix when determining saturation in a specific market, population versus NRSF. As communities continue to build out or become 
more diverse, there will be a continued need for self-storage space. Over the several years we have seen a significant amount of 
new facilities break ground and open for business. Conversions of older industrial or retail buildings to self-storage is also becoming 
a popular win/win scenario for investors looking to bring self-storage in built out areas and cities dealing with urban blight and 
decreased property tax revenue. 

• There is still plenty of room for industry consolidation. The ten largest self-storage operators control approximately 15% of facilities 
nationwide and 20% of rentable square feet. Out of the 52,000 or so self-storage facilities in the market, only approximately 10,000, or 
approximately 20%, are owned and/or operated by larger companies. The biggest investors are showing an appetite for large facilities 
(which have been successful in the market) and for total store volume. Thanks to favorable financing conditions, large amounts of 
cash, and a race for a potential public offering, these players are competing for facilities and paying prices the local owners of one 
or two facilities never expected to get when they bought/built their facilities. With more sophisticated management and lower seller 
expectations, they are typically able to maintain high returns in spite of higher purchase prices. This consolidation will continue to fuel 
industry efficiency and competition in the years to come. 



• Self-storage facilities are not recession proof but 
recession resistant. When the market is strong people 
have the extra income to afford storing their stuff. 
When the market is struggling and people are moving 
around there is also a strong need to store their 
“valuables.” During 2008 and 2009 when the market 
was hit the hardest, overall physical occupancy only 
experienced a slight drop off of approximately 3%-
8%, depending on the market. This is remarkable 
especially when compared to heavy vacancy 
increases in the retail, office, and industrial sectors 
during this same 
period.

• Self-storage is easier and less risky to manage compared to many other asset classes. Low overhead 
costs are tempting for entrepreneurs who invest in storage. Typical expenses for facilities range from 
30% to 40%, with the largest expenses being taxes and payroll. Self-storage is an easy investment 
to oversee as an owner. 

• Self-storage facilities are adaptable. Due to the construction materials (typically metal) you can 
reconfigure units based on demand. In addition, the most successful operators in this industry have 
recognized that income is not limited to the monthly rent of their units. Additional income generators 
include tenant insurance, RV/boat storage, moving truck rentals, administration fees, late fees, 
merchandise sales, and auction services. Each market is unique! 

These are just a couple of the reasons why this industry was once a best kept secret but is not much of 
a secret anymore.
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PROFESSIONALS
Our professionals share a commitment to deliver 
the highest level of service and consistent results. 
We go the extra mile for our clients, whether this 
means meeting a tight deadline or working with a 
complex and challenging property.

TECHNOLOGY
Our unmatched report creation technology speeds 
appraisals through the pipeline. This secure, 
centralized production system generates a wide 
range of reports and high volume portfolio orders 
without delays.

INTERNAL QUALITY CONTROL
Today’s business climate places valuation in a more 
pivotal position than ever before. All our appraisals are evaluated and approved by an experienced review team to ensure our clients receive 
concise and timely appraisals. With clear, prompt reporting and a comprehensive, big picture approach, Colliers International’s Valuation and 
Advisory reports give our clients the information they need to make better business decisions. 

Updated January 2020

VALUATION SERVICES AND LOCATIONS
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TRACKING THE FACTS FOR THE SELF- STORAGE INDUSTRY 2020!!

Based on the information above, there has been minimal change in capitalization rates 
over the last three years throughout the industry. The national average according to 
Colliers International was 6.1% as of the 4th Quarter 2019.  While certain investors 
express concerns that overall capitalization rates for self-storage will start to increase 
in 2020, due to an increase in interest rates, the ability to quickly adjust rental rates 
diminishes inflationary concerns and keeps optimism high. The strong demand and 
limited supply in this industry will assist to keep capitalization rates stable.



What really makes a Class A investment? This is a common problem faced when analyzingself-storage facilities. The answer is often more 
involved than just the quality of building materials. For example, a high quality building in a saturated tertiary market may have the right 
building materials, but lacks sound market fundamentals to truly be classified as a top tier investment. Likewise, a well maintained, lesser 
quality building in a strong market with excellent exposure may not physically be as impressive, but a strong financial performer for years 
to come and deserve an A rating. 
Thus, we developed the following grid to help clarify investment ratings. Generally, a property that has 3 or 4 characteristics in a category 
should be classified and priced accordingly. Using this rating system creates a simple, but comprehensive view of a property and how it 
should perform on the market or with its local competition; giving investors an edge in their decision making process. 

COLLIERS RATING SYSTEM 

CATEGORY
A

*****
GOOD/EXCELLENT

B
****

AVERAGE/GOOD

C
***

FAIR/AVERAGE

Location Major MSA Major MSA / Secondary Secondary / Rural

Size 40,000 SF + 20,000 - 80,000 SF + 5,000 - 30,000 SF

Access/Exposure
Freeway Exposure with Good Access or 

Major Thoroughfare with Good Access and 
Exposure

Major Thoroughfare with Above Average 
Access and Exposure

Secondary Thoroughfare with Average 
Access and Limited Exposure

Quality Brick, Block, or Tilt-Up, with Paved Asphalt 
or Concrete (Office Style/Multi-level) 

Brick, Block, Tilt-Up, Steel or Wood Frame 
with Metal Siding and Paved Asphalt

Steel or Wood Frame with Metal Siding and 
Paved Asphalt (Can include portable units or 

swing out doors)

Condition Newer Construction, Well Maintained, No 
Deferred Maintenance, Clean and Appealing

Aging Improvements, Well Maintained, 
Recurring Maintenance, Clean

Older Construction, Fair Maintenance, 
Potential for Costly Repairs, Appeal 

Reflects Age

Occupancy Proven Over 90% Occupancy, 
Strong Fundamentals

Inconsistent Occupancy, 
Average Fundamentals Inconsistent Occupancy, Weak Fundamentals

Saturation Low to Moderate / High Barriers to Entry Low to Moderate / Vulnerable to New 
Development Saturated Market / New Development Risk

Amenities
On-Site Managers, Video Surveillance, 
Individual Unit Alarms, Electronic Gate, 

Exterior Lighting
On-Site Managers, Video Surveillance, 

Electronic Gate, Exterior Lighting
On-Site Managers, Perimeter Fencing, 

Exterior Lighting  / Minimal

The development of this chart was based on our experience, as well as conversations with appraisers, brokers and market participants throughout the industry.
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SELF-STORAGE LUNCH AND LEARN 2020!!
CIVAS CLIENT LUNCHEON

California (LA, Sacramento, San Francisco)
Chicago 
Denver
Detroit 

Florida (Orlando, Tampa)
Nashville
New York 

Ohio (Columbus, Cincinnati, Cleveland)
Philadelphia

Phoenix 
Salt Lake City 

Texas (Dallas, Houston)
**Subject to change around National Conferences

TOPICS OF DISCUSSION
Overview of the Industry

Trends in the Market
Transactions

New Development
Typical Expenses

Capitalization Rates
Financing Options

How to Boost Your Value

ATTENTION:  January 28th in Sacramento, CA and February 20th in San Francisco, CA.  
Also, February 6th in Cincinnati, OH, February 7th in Columbus, OH and February 13th in 
Cleveland, OH.  Check in with your local Colliers Self-Storage team member on the back 
page for more information.
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RECENTLY APPRAISED PROPERTIES

Irondequoit, New YorkRaleigh, North Carolina

Livonia, MichiganBaltimore, MarylandLawrenceville, Georgia

Columbus, Ohio

San Antonio, Texas Manassas, Virginia Washington, DC

Venice, FloridaVista, CaliforniaRiverside, California
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Phoenix, Arizona
TJ Gray MAI
Senior Valuation Specialist
+1 602 222 5056
TJ.Gray@colliers.com

Sacramento, California
Tyler Boyce
Valuation Associate
+1 916 724 5524  
Tyler.Boyce@colliers.com

San Diego, California
Patrick Gorman 
Valuation Specialist
+1 858 860 3846 
Patrick.Gorman@colliers.com

Southern California
Rob Detling MAI  
Managing Director
+1 858 860 3852 
Rob.Detling@colliers.com

Denver, Colorado
Jim Maughan 
Senior Valuation Specialist
+1 303 779 5501
Jim.Maughan@colliers.com

Destin, Florida
Daniel Harmon  
Valuation Associate
+1 850 269 6840
Daniel.Harmon@colliers.com

Tampa, Florida
Lance Ponton
Senor Valuation Specialist
+1 813 598 2352  
Lance.Ponton@colliers.com

Atlanta, Georgia
Richard Lynott, IV MAI  
Valuation Services Director
+1 404 892 3618 
Richard.Lynott@colliers.com

Boise, Idaho
Matthew Ledford 
Valuation Specialist
+1 208 472 2851
Matthew.Ledford@colliers.com

Chicago, Illinois
William Kastilahn MAI 
Valuation Services Director
+1 312 602 6180
William.Kastilahn@colliers.com

Boston, Massachusetts
Jason Taunton-Rigby
Valuation Specialist
+1 617 330 8122 
jason.taunton-rigby@colliers.com

Detroit, Michigan
AJ Allen MAI
Senior Valuation Specialist
+1 248 226 1888  
AJ.Allen@colliers.com

New York, New York
Tom Sapontzis MAI  
Valuation Services Director
+1 212 355 1251
Tom.Sapontzis@colliers.com

Raleigh, North Carolina
Mike McCaskill  
Valuation Associate
+1 919 344 9006
Mike.McCaskill@colliers.com

Columbus, Ohio
Matt Bilger MAI, MICP 
Sr Valuation Services Director
+1 614 437 4686
Matt.Bilger@colliers.com

Portland, Oregon 
Kurt Smook MAI
Valuation Services Director
+1 503 542 5407 
Kurt.Smook@colliers.com  

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Gabrielle Amodeo Ream
Valuation Specialist
+1 215 928 7591
Gabrielle.Ream@colliers.com

Dallas, Texas
Robert Allen
Valuation Specialist 
+1 214 217 9334  
Robert.Allen@colliers.com

Houston, Texas
Adam Dybala MAI
Valuation Services Director
+1 713 835 0092  
Adam.Dybala@colliers.com

Seattle, Washington
Stan Mastalerz MAI 
Senior Valuation Specialist
+1 206 965 1110
Stan.Mastalerz@colliers.com

Ottawa, ON | Canada
Oliver Tighe B.A., AACI, P.App
Director 
+1 613 567 8050  
Oliver.Tighe@colliers.com

Sydney, CBD | Australia
Dylan Adams AAPI, CPV, MRICS
Director | Specialisations 
+61 2 9770 3117  
Dylan.Adams@colliers.com

Reviewer
Karen Dabek MAI 
Sr. Valuation Services Director
+1 312 602 6158
Karen.Dabek@colliers.com

Reviewer
Steven Dunn MAI, AI-GRS, SRA 
Sr. Valuation Services Director
+1 916 724 5513
Steven.Dunn@colliers.com

Portfolio Manager
Andrew Renfro MAI 
Managing Director | Portfolio
+1 615 651 7314
Andrew.Renfro@colliers.com

Practice Group Leader
Jeffrey Shouse MAI, CRE
National Self-Storage Director
+1 916 724 5531  
Jeff.Shouse@colliers.com

Practice Group Coordinator
Debra Bailey
National Self-Storage Coordinator
+1 916 724 5517  
Debra.Bailey@colliers.com
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